BrushArt® Is a high end paint concept applied with the
highest quality of Italian paints and tools, using the latest
technologies to provide you with the perfect finishing
and quality.
Our product range includes a comprehensive range of wall to
floor finishes and solutions including Standard, Decorative,
Couture Finishes and industrial paint.
Furthermore, we specialize as well in Flooring Finishes, such as
Molten Crystal 3D Epoxy, Terrazo, Concrete Effect known as
Cement Finitura and the industrial coatings.
Moreover, we have a wide range of unique Italian Tools
and Accessories.
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STANDARD
PAINTS
Highly washable emulsion paint for interiors & exteriors
A masonry paint based on vinyl versatic copolymers in
aqueous dispersion which lend optimum scrub/wash,
outdoor & alkali resistance, hiding power, brushability &
flow. The perfect product for exterior finishes.
Breathable:

Washable:

- Ardsalus Traspirante
- Bianco Coprente
- Bianco Gentile

- A-B Paint Lavabile
- Aedilia
- Ardsalus Lavabile
- Domotica
- Idropaint
- Igloo
- Interior
- Maison
- No-Smog Plus
- Thermoigloo

EXTERIOR
PAINTS
ALGAE RESISTANT ELASTOMERIC PAINT
Our product is specific for the restoration of
cracked walls. It features optimum filling/covering
power. It also offers an excellent resistance to
algae, fungi & moulds.
- Anti Carbonation
- Quarz
- Protective
- Elastomeric
- Siloxane
- Silicate

ANTIBACTERIAL
PAINT
Highly resistant against mould guarantees the best
hygiene possible even in areas where cleaning
& disinfecting is difficult.
- Idrosmalto

FOOD SAFETY
PAINT
water-dilutable mould resistant enamel for walls
IDROSMALTO is a water-dilutable enamel devised for
mural surfaces in densely populated areas. ideal for
food industries which comply with the Regulation (EC)
852/2004 (HACCP protocol)

MORTARS
Ideal for regularizing the defects in concrete
casting, precast panels, balconies and
interior/exterior decorative elements such as
risers, cornices etc.
- Ardcoat C8/S8
- Ardcoat L10 Glass
- Ardcoat PU
- Ardmalta
- Ardplan AS/BS
- Beton Decor Rasante
- Boiacca Passivante
- Silver Stuck

WOOD
PAINTS

It dries rapidly, spreads well & sanding is excellent.
A perfect dressing primer for wooden surfaces.
Primers:

Water Base:
- Rigeneralegno
- Tema Pittura Opaca Riempitiva Di Fondo
Solvent Base:
- Ardeolite
- Base

Varnishes: Water Base:
- Tema Finitura Brillante Per Legno
- Tema Finitura Cerata Per Legno
- Tema Impregnante Per Legno
Solvent Base:
- ARD Decor
- ARD Lasur
- ARD Ship
Enamels:

Water Base:
- Idrosmalto Lucido/Opaco/Satinato
- Neoard
- Over Opaco/Satinato
- Salvaferro
- Tema Luce
- Tema Seta
Solvent Base:
- Ardeol
- Ardlux
- Ardsilk

METAL
PAINTS

It features remarkable hiding power, outstanding
flow and ease of application. Its ideal for corrosion
protection on any kind of ironwork, especially when
brush application is required (gates, railings, radiator
etc.).
Primers:

Water Base:
- Antiruggine Alchidica
- Antirrugine Nitro Grigia
- Ardinox
- Primer Universale
Solvent Base:
- Over Antirruggine

Enamels: Water Base:
- Ardeol
- Ardsilk
- Neoard
- Salvaferro
- Steelguard
Solvent Base:
- Idrosmalto Lucido/Opaco/Satinato
- Over Opaco/Satinato
- Tema Luce
- Tema Seta

CONCRETE
Suitable for indoor environments as well as outdoors, it has good adhesion on
various surfaces & has high wear resistance according to EN ISO 10545-7 (PEI
III) & EN 14411 (Class 3).
It also inhibits the prolifiration of bacteria ensuring the hygiene of the surfaces.
- Triko VKF

Its silver or gold sand metallic effects have been
devised for interior design. Surfaces decorated
with this product offer a harmonious balance
between aesthetically pleasing effects
& personal taste.

DECORATIVE
PAINTS

Lime Based:

Water Based:

- ARD Lime
- ARD Lime Intonachino
0.5 MM - 1 MM
- Creative ARD Lime R
- Creative ARD Lime Rasato

- Creative Antique
Classica Gold/Silver
- Creative Archistar
- Creative ARD Sand
- Creative Ardtexture
- Creative Desert Stone
- Creative Ironard
- Creative Morpho
- Creative Setard
- Creative Shiny Design
- Creative Velature
- Ironard Fondo

MORPHO
An original water based decorative finish
which offers a silver or gold opalescent pearly
effect. It is a highly versatile & expressive
product, it can be successfully employed to
create an elegant antique effect on venetian
stucchi as well as original modern solutions.

DECORATIVE
PAINTS

- Flumine
- Maestrale
- Tramonto
- Alba
- Bruma
- Marea
- Tempesta
- Rugiada
- Aurora Boreale
- Genesi
- Bora
- Intonachino
- Velature
- Calce
- Travertino

COUTURE PAINTS
CONCEPT
Our unique line of Couture Paint consists of a
new and creative concept which creates
custom made designs with a seamless finish
using the most up to date and high end Italian
products and tools.

CONCRETE EFFECT
Our product is a water-borne system which is
developed for 1-3 mm thickness decorative coating.
It is a one-component creamy product and can be
pigmented by adding coloring pastes.
Walls:
- ARD Lime R
- ARd Lime Rasato
- ARD Lime Intonachino
0.5 mm/ 1 mm
Wall to Floor:
- Art Stuc Fino/Grosso
- Triko VKF

PROBLEM
SOLVING
- Spraysan
- ARD San (interior/exterior)
- Boiacca Passivante
- Ardelast Stucco
- ARD Rep W

TERRAZO
A seamless coating comprising various materials
where all components are blended to create a highly
resistant covering.
This system is applied in a thin layer and can now be
used for walls, floor coverings and even on furniture.

- Resin Terrazo
- Cement Terrazo

RESIN
A system which is made of modified polymers, and is
developped for 1-3 mm thickness self-leveling coatings.
It is a two and three components product which is
available in 2K version (two components) or 3K version
(three components) depending on the needs.
The products are supplied in neutral version, and they can be
pigmented adding coloring pastes.

- Autopava 3K
- Pavaglass

CASTING RESIN
A Polymeric-modified epoxy transparent resin,
two-components, solvent-free, long pot-life,
with U.V. filters additive.
Transparent coating for very high thickness for
decorative effects up to 5 cm thickness.

- Aquarius

